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ABSTRACT
In this paper we study the unrestricted cobordism ring
I*( 222) an<^  an endomorphism, F, on this ring. We then
extend these results, as far as possible, to the oriented
— SOcobordism ring 0* ( 25 ) , p an odd prime, and an endomorphism,
P
We first introduce some ideals, (7 , in l.( 25_) by then * z
use of r. For n 0 define
a = { x + Tn (x) | x e I*( and e ( x ) ) = 0n b
for 0 £  j < n }.
We first show that I*( 'ZL^ /Cl^  is a polynomial ring over MO* 
and over 222 * The same cannot be said for I* ( 222)/^n f°r 
n > 1. Using this result we then prove the Five-Halves 
Theorem of J.M. Boardman. The proof of this result is 
especially nice because we do not need to use an inverse 
limit argument, as was necessary previously. Next, we see 
that some elements of the form xr + Tn (xr) within the ideals 
behave like the polynomials l+tn in Z 2 [t]. We first 
present the general theory for factoring l+tn in 222 [t]• and 
we then apply this to these elements in I*( 2K2). What we
iv
see is that IA ( z;2) behaves much like a polynomial ring.
We next extend our definition of F to oriented cobordism.
We make a constructive definition of the map ro and see
wherein the pitfalls lie. We have to consider a quotient 
SOring of ( % ) in order to have well-defined. One ofP v_7
these ideals which must be factored out is easily determined
by the Pontrjagin numbers of the fixed point data. We
devote a chapter to showing that this ideal is preserved
by TQ o We then prove the analogous results for that are
found in [1] for T. We then look at polynomials of the form
l+tn in % [t], and notice that we have a mod p analogue 
P
of Chapter V.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we will study the graded unrestricted 
unoriented cobordism ring. I*( > and an endomorphism, F,
of I.( of degree +1. In the last four chapters we will« z
study the oriented analogues of these objects.
In Chapter I we will give some introductory material,
define the rings and modules with which we will be working in
the unoriented case, and define the endomorphism T.
In Chapter II we use this map T to define ideals, C , in
I*( Z&2) for n ^  0 by
c7 = { x + ^(x) | x e I . ( and e (x)) = 0n ^
for 0 j < n } .
The ideal shall play a more important part in our theory 
than the remainder of these ideals. We prove that I*( 
is a polynomial ring over MO* and over using the split
exact sequence of unoriented cobordism modules
0 ----►  I* ( K 2)  » %. ( K 2)  ► MO* ( K 2)  > 0.
The quotient rings, I*( » however, are not seen to be
polynomial rings via this proof if n > 1. We do show, how­
ever, that they do inject into a polynomial ring over MO* and
vi
we compute the cokernel of this injection an an MO ^ -module.
In Chapter III we apply our result about I*( JZ2)/<S^  =
A ( ) to find another proof of the Five-Halves Theorem of
J.M. Boardman. We induce a map cp: A( 5K2) -* MO* [t ] » the 
subring of "homogeneous1' formal power series of the ring of 
formal power series over MO*- We show that A( ze2) ^ MO*(BO)* 
which is a polynomial ring over z;2* Using several results 
from [2], we construct some explicit polynomial generators 
for A( ^ 2) whose augmentations are polynomial generators for 
MO*. We then introduce two filtrations on A{ Z 2) . An 
increasing filtration is given by considering the dimensions 
of the various components of fixed point sets of differ­
entiable involutions on closed smooth manifolds. A decreas­
ing filtration on A ( 222) is induced by cp from a decreasing 
filtration on MO* lit J . After seeing how these filtrations 
act on the polynomial generators and on polynomials in these 
generators, the Five-Halves Theorem and its converse follow.
In Chapter IV we look at an application of the Five- 
Halves Theorem to a conjecture about flat manifolds. Though 
we do not prove or disprove this conjecture, we can see 
applications should it be true, and a possible method of 
attack should the conjecture be false.
In Chapter V we see that certain elements in the ideals
G behave very much like the polynomial l+tn in 2Z2 [t] .
Knowing how to factor the cyclotomic polynomials and hence
l+tn in Z£2 [t], we then factor the elements xr + F11 (xr) in
G in the same way. n 1
In Chapter VI we extend our map T to a map T^, an
viii
endomorphism of oriented cobordism rings. We define the map
of degree +2 and see what conditions we must satisfy in
order for to be a well-defined endomorphism on a quotient
of the ring <2*°( 2Z ) * p an odd prime.
P
In Chapter VII we let (T,Mn) be an orientation preserving
differentiable periodic map of period p on an oriented smooth
closed weakly complex manifold Mn which preserves the weakly
n
complex structure; and we let F = U F be the fixed point
n m=0set of T on M . We then prove that if all of the tangential
and normal Chern numbers as well as those Chern numbers
arising from the products of the tangential and normal Chern
classes are divisible by p for each component of F, then all
of the Chern numbers of Mn are divisible by p. This then
gives us an ideal, of £)^ ( a  ) for whichp
r0 : ©“ < -ap)/e0 ---- ► »"( v p )/0o
is a well-defined endomorphism of degree +2.
In Chapter VIII we note that the results of Chapter VII 
are true for Pontrjagin numbers. Thus, we get an ideal
 HA
of <5° ( 2Z^ ) , and we have that is a well-defined endomorphism 
 go
on 0 * ( We then prove the results for analogous
to those results for T found in [1; §2].
Chapter IX is the mod p analogue of Chapter V.
TABLE OF NOTATIONS
c the field of complex numbers
c
p
the cyclic group of integers mod p
Fp
the finite field with p elements
Q the field of rational numbers
R the field of real numbers
the ring of integers
^n the group of integers modulo n
[ ] the oriented cobordism class of a manifold 
in MSO*
[ h the unoriented cobordism class of a manifold in MO*
{ } the oriented cobordism class of a manifold 
in o f°<  2Sp )
{  ^2 the unoriented cobordism class of a manifold in l*( Z 2)
en a trivial real n-plane bundle
f| t y r C * I vector bundles
mu the orientation class of a manifold M
We will use [ ; ] to denote the references; ,
[3;28.1] means reference 3, Theorem 28.1. The symbol /// 
will denote the end of a proof or the need for no further proof.
CHAPTER I: PRELIMINARY MATERIAL
We will use l4 ( ZS^ ) to denote the graded unrestricted
unoriented cobordism ring of smooth manifolds with involution;
MCK ( 5K«) / the graded unoriented cobordism ring of smooth mani- 
* 2.
folds with fixed point free involutions; MO*, the graded
unoriented Thom cobordism algebra; and 5??* ( % 2) , the graded
unoriented cobordism ring of principal 0 (k) bundles with 
n
#?n ( Z52) = £ MO j (BO (n-j)) and MOn (BO(0)) = M0n , by definition.
Conner and Floyd completely determined the additive 
structure of I*( 2S2) [3;28.1].
1.1. THEOREM; The sequence of MO*-modules
(1.2) 0  I ( Z„) ---- & % ( 2 0   B> MO . ( Z50)  & 0n 2 n 2 T n-1 2
L* J
is split exact.///
The maps, t* and J, and the splitting maps are defined 
as follows.
1.3. i*. Let {T,Mn}2 e In ( 2Z2) and let Fm denote the 
m-dimensional component of the fixed point set of T on Mn .
1
Let § : E Fm denote the normal bundle to Fm . Define t+ 
h i in  «
by
i*({T,Mn} ) = E [§ ] 6 Z„).
2 m=0 m 2 n 2
1.4. P: 7!\ ( Z^) ^2^ ' t*ie sPlitt;i-ng maP f°r *<*• Let
§: E "* V1*1 be a differentiable linear 0 (n-m) bundle, and let
§ *= § © R : E ' V™ with fiber IRm X R. Define T *(v,t) = (-v,-t)
and S(v,t) = (-v,t) on E f. Restrict to the (n-m) sphere
A
bundle, B ", in E Then S induces and involution S on the 
RP (n-m) bundle b '/t '. Define
P ( [ § ] 2 ) =  { ^ b V t ' } 2 e I n ( m
1.5. J: Z^) — M0n_^( Z^) . Let §: E ■* V11 be a differentiable
k-dimensional vector space bundle. Consider the associated
k—1(k-1)-dimensional sphere bundle with fiber S and
n
structure group 0 (k) , say q: S(§) "* V . S (^) is a closed 
(n+k-1)-dimensional manifold. The antipodal map lies in the 
center of 0 (k), so there is a fiber preserving differentiable 
fixed point free involution (T,S(§)) which on each fiber 
reduces to the antipodal map. Then define J: MC>n (BO(k)) ■-*
MOn+k-l< z 2>
= [T.S(?)]2_
n
We then define J: Wl ( K 0) = 2 MO. (BO(n-j)) MO , ( K 0) ton 2' j=() 3 ' J// n-1 2'
be the sum of the above homomorphisms. Note that J(M0n) = 0.
1.6. K: M0n_]_( ”* ^n^ ^ 2) ' splitting map to J. Since
the antipodal maps on the spheres form a homogeneous basis
3for MO* ( 22„) , we have for any [T»Vn-1]0 e MO , ( Z 0) #
n- X J- ^
[T,Vn_1]2 = 2 [Wn"m"1]2 [A,Sm]2
n-m-i m==o
with [W ] 2 G MOn_m-x for all 0 <£ m ^  n-1. Let
Wn m ^ be the trivial (m+1)-dimensional real vector space
bundle over Wn Define
K ( [T#Vn-1] 2) = V [ S J 2 .
m=0
E.m
1.7. Lemma; For n ;> 0, PL* = identity.
Proof: This is [3;28.2]. Consider a differentiable 
involution (T,Mn) on a closed smooth manifold. Consider the
III 1manifold M XS with the following three involutions.
T^iruz) = (T (m) ,-z) „
T2 (m,z) = (m,z), and
T3 (m,z) = (T (m) (z) ;
1 —-
where we think of S as {z e C | |z|=l} and where z denotes
the complex conjugate of z. Notice that these three involu-
n
tions commute. Thus T2 and T^ induce involutions (T^M XS /T^) 
and (S#MnxS'*'/T^ ) on the manifold Mnxs^/T^»
T-^  is fixed point free. The fixed point set of T2 on 
Mnxs"*" is Mn x {-1,1}. The coincidence of T^ and T2 is 
F X {-i,i}, where F is the fixed point set of T on Mn . Thus
the fixed point set of T ' on M^s^/T is F LJ m **, the disjoint
n ^union of F and M . The normal bundle to this fixed point set
is (v © 0 ) U 0 ,  where v is the normal bundle to F in Mn and
0 is the trivial line bundle.
Note that T ' restricted to the normal sphere bundle to
n 1its fixed point set in M XS /T r e d u c e s  to the bundle involution.
Moreover, S and T * commute. Let vn+1 c (Mnxs1)/T1 be the 
compact submanifold with boundary, invariant under S and 
T*, obtained by removing the interior of a tubular neighbor­
hood about the fixed point set of t'. Since T * acts freely
n+1 a n+1 ✓ *on V , we get an involution (S,v /T ) on a compact
manifold with boundary. Examination of shows
that one component of the boundary is (T,Mn) and the other 
is pL*({T,Mn}2).///
We now want to define the endomorphism r. we want to
consider the circle as S^ = { z e C | |zl = 1 }. Define the
map T : ln ( SZ2) -* I +1( 252) as follows- Take {T,Mn}2 € I ( Z22)
1 nand consider the manifold S x m  with the two involutions
T1 (z,m) = (-z,T(m)) and
T2 (z,m) = ("z,m)
1 nfor z e S and m e M . Note that T^ is fixed point free, so
I n  ,the quotient of S x M by is a manifold; call it m '. T^
and T2 commute, so T2 induces an involution, say T *, on the
quotient manifold S^ X Mn/ Put
r({T,Mn}2) = {T>,S1XMn/Tl}2 = {T',M'}2 € In+1 ( & 2) .
Note that this definition of r differs from that given
in [1]. Since we want to use the product formula [1;1.3],
we must resolve this difference. Consider a differentiable
involution (T,Mn) and put r({T,Mn}2) = {t ',m '}2. Recall that
is fixed point free on S x M . The fixed point set of
T2 on S^ x Mn is {-1,1} x Mn . The coincidence of T-^  and T2
is then {-i,i} x F (T), where F(T) is the fixed point set of
T on Mn . Thus, the fixed point set of t ' on m ' is the
5disjoint union of F(T) and Mn . The normal bundle to this fixed
1 1  1 set is (v © 9 ) U 9 , where 9 is the trivial real line
bundle and v is the normal bundle to F(T) in Mn . Note that
1 nthe second factor of 9 appears as the normal bundle to M
1 nin S x M / T^. This is exactly the same fixed point data 
as the map T in [1]. So, these two maps agree on the bordism 
level.
Now, we can use the following results about T from [1].
The map T is well-defined, additive, and an MO *-■ module map.
Further, I" (MO*) = 0 .  We also have the following product 
formula for Tz for any x,y e In (
(1 .8) T (xy) = x-T(y) + T(x) • e (y)
= T(x) *y + € (x) *T(y) ,
where e is the augmentation map, e: lA ( K 2) ”* MO*, given by 
e({T,Mn}2) = [Mn]2 -
CHAPTER II: THE IDEALS d_ AND 9     n   n
Consider the set
= { x + T(x) | x e IA ( K 2) and e (x) = 0} 
in I^( 252) . Let ^ e ^ 2) ' t*ien
(x + T(x)) y = xy + T(x)y
= xy + T (xy) + e (x) T (y)
= xy + F(xy) e d^, since 
e(xy) = e(x)e(y) = 0 .  Also, note that y(x + T (x)) =
yx + r(yx) is in d^. Clearly, if y + T (y) is also in d
then (x + y) + T (x + y) = x + T (x) + y + T (y) is in since 
s and r are both additive. Hence, d^ is a two-sided ideal 
of I*( % 2) .
Define a set, d , for each positive integer n, as follows
= { X + ^(x) I x € I*( 2Z2) and e(F^ (x)) = 0
for all 0 j < n } .
The sets d are also two-sided ideals for each n. The only
thing to see in this case is that Tn (xy) = rn (x)y if
x + rn (x) e d . We know that this is the case if n = 1 and n
e (x) = 0. Assume that this is true for n and e (T-* (x)) = 0 
for 0 j < n. Now assume that e (T-1 (x)) = 0 for 0 j < n+1.
we wish to show that ^"^(xy) - rn+^ (x) y .
r " +1(xy) -  r ^ f x y ) )
_ p ^ pn ^   ^ t^e inductive step
= rn+1 (x)y + e(rn (x))r(Y)
_ pn+1 ^ ^  since e(rn (x)) = 0 .
Since Cl is a two-sided ideal of I. ( 2&0) for each n > 0, n * 2
we may form the quotient ring Iit{ '%i^ ) / &^. we would like to 
know the structure of this quotient ring. For n > 0, let
be the principal ideal in ( ’S,^ ) generated by the element 
1 + [0n -* pt]2» where 0n is the trivial real n-plane bundle. 
For n = 1 we have the following result.
II. 1.THEOREM: I*( Z^)/ ^  « ^ * ( ^ 2)/ 9^, as rings.
Proof: We have the following diagram of exact 
sequences of M0*-modules.
0 0
an 9n
ir° *<*
V
7T
I* ( V 7 ^n ^ * ( V 7 ^n
0 0
M0*( ZJ2) -fr 0
We will show that for all n > 0, Ker(ir o L ) = d . However,
* n
only for n = 1 is the map ttoL an epimorphism. Before going 
any further, we must note that IA and tt are ring homomorphisms
as well as being MO*-module homomorphisms. Further still, 
is a ring monomorphism. The maps p and J are only MO*- 
module maps.
(i) For n = 1, tt o onto.
The only elements in ^  that are not in the
image of l* are the elements of the form Mn-r x Dr ; j-..e.,
the trivial r-plane bundles, 0 r . Now, Mn_r x d ° e lm(i*)
as (,* ({id,Mn r) * In t-*ie quotient ring ( ^ 2) / we are
• n- 3ridentifying 0 and 1; m  other words, we are identifying M 
with D^. Hence, we identify Mn r with Dr . Thus, {id,Mn r} 2 
is a preimage of M x D under v o i^.
(ii) Ker (tt o l .) = G , for n > 1.w n
To show that G c Ker(7r o t,^ ) , let x + F11 (x) e <^n -
Let F denote the fixed point set from x and let v denote its
n n-1
normal bundle. Now, F (x) has fixed point set F U ( U r (x))
n m=0
with normal bundle, (v © 0 ) (J U 0 ; where 0 sits over T (x) .
m=l
Since x +  ^(x) e G , we know that e (1^(x)) = 0 for all
0 £  m < n. Thus, the terms F111 (x) contribute nothing to the
bordism class of the normal bundle over Fn (x), for 0 m < n. 
Thus,
1 * ( x  +  r 11 ( X ) ) =  [ v ] 2 +  [ v  ©  0 n ] 2 =  [ v ] 2 ( l  +  [ 0 n  -  p t ]
Thus, (x + r n (x ) j 6 and thus G^ c Ker (tt o (,ft) .
For the opposite inclusion, let a e Ker(7r o iA) be
non-zero. Then, of course, 7r(i*(ct)) = 0 .  Since is a
monomorphism, i*(a) ¥ 0. Thus, L (ct) e & . Let
t*(a) = [§ + §©0nJ2.
Now, J([? + ?©0n]2) = 0 since the sequence (1.2) is exact. 
Therefore,
There is no reason to believe that [^  ] 2 -*-s a homogeneous 
element in ( 2Z2) • So, let
for k+m-n < j <£ k+m. From [3;26.4] we have the following 
commutative diagram
where A is the Smith homomorphism. From this and (II.2) 
we get that
Continuing this reasoning on blocks of n in [§]2* we 9et that 
J([5j32) = 0 for h ^ j ^  k+m, or J([?]2) = 0. Since the 
sequence (1.2) is exact, we have that [§]2 e Im(t*). Let 
x e l*( Z52) he such that tA (x) = [§]2« We need to show that 
l (Tn (x)) = [? © 0n] 9 and that e(rm (x)) = 0 for 0 <£ m < n.•ft £
To compute e({T,Mn}2) we can look at the normal bundle 
to the fixed point set, add a trivial line bundle, pass to 
the associated sphere bundle, and factor out the involution 
to get the real projective space bundle. Now,
For dimensional reasons
(II.2) JUSj © 0n]2) = 0
j
n+m
,m© &
J
t MO , ( JZ ) n—1 2
J([§ .].) = 0  for k+m-n < j ^  k+m. 
3 ^
But then we have that
J([? . © 0n ] 9) = 0 for k+m-2n < j k+m-n 
3 *•
and hence
10
t*(rn (x)) = [§ © en]2 + [en - x]2 + [e11"1 - r(X)]2 
+ ... + [01 -* rn"1(x)]2.
We have that J (i*(rn (x))) = 0 and J([§ © 0nJ2) = 0. So,
s j([0m - rn_m(x)]9) = 0. 
m=l
But these appear in different dimensions# so we must have that 
J([0m rn"m (x)]2) = 0 for m = 1# ... »n. But this is passing
to the sphere bundle of the normal bundle to the fixed point
set. At this stage# we already have 0. Therefore# we have
that e (rm (x )) = 0 for 0 <£ m < n. Thus#
t*(rn (x)) = [§ © 0n]2# or 
P([? © en]2) = rn (x).
Therefore#
<x =  pi*(a) = P ( [ § ] 2 +  [§ ©  0n ]2 )
=  P ( [ § ] 2 ) +  P(t§ ©  0n J 2 )
= x + rn (x)
and e(rm (x)) = 0 for 0 m < n. Thus# a e and <^n =
Ker (tt o I*) .
We then have shown that the sequence of rings and ideals
0 -----------  » iA( Z52) --► »!*( Z 2)/  fr 0
is exact.///
II.3. Corollary: I * ( Z 2)/ ^  is a polynomial ring over MO* 
and over ^ 2 .
Proof: Recall that #?* ( 'ZL^) is a polynomial ring over 
MO* in a countable number of indeterminants. Recall further 
that 0 is one of these indeterminants. Thus# #?* ( 222)/ ^  '*"s
a polynomial ring over MO* in a countable number of indeter­
minants. Noting that MO* is a polynomial ring over Z 2 
completes the proof.///
II.4. Corollary: For n > 1, the quotient l*( K~)/ <2 is a
m n
subring of ^ * ( IK2)/ which as an MO*-submodule of
%.h ( 'Si0) / 9 has cokernel the MO*-submodule generated by 
_n-l _
0, ... ,9 , where 9 denotes the image in $?* ( I K - ) /  9 of* « n
[0 -♦ pt]2 in K 2) .
Proof: We have shown in the proof of Theorem (II.2)
that (2 = Ker(7r o L *) where 7r: #!* ( K 2) "• W|*( is the
canonical quotient map. Thus, we have a ring monomorphism
from I^( K~)/ & into #L ( K-)/ . We can describe those* 2 n * 2 n
elements in #!*( K 2) which are not in the image of i*. They
n.“ lc k. >are the elements of the form M X D , o r [ 0 ] 2 - By
passing to the quotient ring, #?* ( we have identified
n — n- — n —[0 ]2 with 1; i.e., [0 ]2 = 0 = 1. Of course, 1 e lm(i*)
as the image of the trivial ^-action on a point. Consider,
though, [0k ]~ in 7T[. ( K_)/ 9 , where k < n. We may just as 
2 * 2 n
n_k k
well consider the element M x d • Now, the only way that
Mn-k x Dk could be in the image of i* is for it to have
k r n-k, .
T ({id,M as a preimage. However,
k—1
l*(rk ({id,Mn-k}2)) = [0k] 2 + S [0m - rk"m (Mn_k)]2.
k m=0
In order that this be the same as [0 ]2, we must then have
that e(rm (Mn k )) = 0 for all 0 m k-1. Thus, we have that
[Mn k ]0 = 0 in MO . . So, for a manifold Mm which does notn-K
k
bound, [0 j- / Im(i ), for 1 k < n. This gives us the
desired cokernel.///
There are some very interesting properties of the ele­
ments of the form x + Fn (x) which we will consider in 
Chapter V- First, we want to look at an application of 
Theorem (II.2).
CHAPTER Ills BOARDMAn 's FIVE-HALVES THEOREM REVISITED
Let A ( ^  ^* ( )/ which is a
polynomial ring over MO* and over ^ • Let
MO* It J = { 2 [y*] tk | [V^] 2 e MO, }
k=0
be the subring of "homogeneous" power series of the ring of 
formal power series over MO*. Note that we require that the 
dimension of the coefficient from MO* be equal to the exponent 
of t.
Define a map cp: iA ( "* MO* It J by
00
cp({T,Mn;u) = £ e(r3 ({T,Mn}:?))tn+:]*
j=0
Clearly, cp is additive since T and e are additive. Further­
more, we have that cp is multiplicative. To see this, let 
x,y e iA ( 7Z ) .
00 __ 
cp(xy) = E e(r3 (xy))t +3, k = dim(x) + dim(y) 
j=0
°0 . .
= e(xy)t + 2 e (F3 (xy)) t c+3
j=l
= e(xy)tk + s(xr(y) + e(y)T(x))tk+^ +
£ e(rj (xy))tk+j
j=2
13
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= e(x)e(y)tk + (e(x)e(F(y)) + e(y)e(r(x)))tk+1 
0° .
+ 2 e (T-1 (Xy)) t
j=2
since e (e (y)) = e (y) y ,i».e., the augmentation map is the 
identity on MO*. Now,
e(r2 (xy)) = e(r(xr(y) + e (y)F(x)))
= € (e (x) T2 ( y )  + r (x) F ( y )  + e(y)T2 (x))
= €(x)e(r2 (y) + e (F (x)) e (T (y)) + 
e(Y)e(r2 (x)) .
By using the formula for T on products, we see that
e(rn (xy)) = 2 €(F3(x))e(rn"3(Y)) .
j=0
Thus, cp(xy) = ,cp(x) cp(y) , and cp is multiplicative.
III.l. Lemma; cp(C7j) = 0 ,  or ^  C Ker(cp) .
Proof; Let x + T(x) e i..e., e (x) = 0. Then
cp (x + T(x)) = cp(x) + cp(r(x))
00 00 _
= 2 e(r3(x))tn+3 + 2 e(Fk (r(x)))tn+1+k
j=0 k=000 00
= e (x) + 2 e (F^ (x)) + 2 e (F^  (x)) tn+^
j=l j=l
00
= 0 + 2 (e (r-3 (x) ) + e (F3 (x))) tn+:i
j=l
= 0 + 0 = 0 .///
Thus, cp induces a homomorphism 
P^: A ( & 2) - MO* It ]] .
Note that this cp is well-defined, additive, and multiplicative.
Before continuing any further, note that each l^ .( 
injects into A( ^ 2) for all k 0. To see this, note that
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if x is a homogeneous element of I*( Z^) » for example 
x e I ( ZZ9)/ then x and r(x) cannot have the same dimension.
IT M
In other words# x + r(x) is not contained in any l^( Z^) f°r 
k ^  0. Thus, we do not introduce any relations on the 
homogeneous In ( Z^) in the quotient A( when we identify
x with r(x).
As in [2], MO*(BO) may be interpreted by stabilizing 
ft?*( Z^) by ignoring the addition of trivial line bundles.
In other words# we impose the relation
[§]2 = [§ © 0] 2 = [§] 2 t0] 2
for any vector bundle §. This is clearly equivalent to
requiring that 1 +  [0 -* pt]2 = 0. Thus, we have that
MO* (BO) A ( % 2) .
We will follow [2] closely for the next few definitions#
examples, and theorems. To make the computations simpler,
let us define an (§), en (§) , and f>n (§) as in [2]. We will put
off the definition of ^n (?) until after Theorem (III.4).
Let § be a real vector bundle with base B. In terms of the
Stiefel-Whitney classes, w.(§), define o (§) e Hn (B; 'K>0) to1 n «
v nbe that polynomial which expresses the sums of powers ^ s^
i
in terms of the elementary symmetric polynomials of the
indeterminants s^. These characteristic classes satisfy
* *
(i) naturality: o^(£ E,) = f a (5)
(ii) additivity: an (§ © r)) = 0^ (5) + an (Tl)
(iii) cr (§) = w, (§)n when § is a line bundle.
IT
See[2;p.l32]. If the base space B is an n-dimensional
manifold with fundamental class ou e H (B; Z;_) , define13 n z
en (§) = <0n < 5 ) ' V  6 S 2-
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As usual, if T denotes the tangent bundle to B, we define
an (S) 3 an *T) and en*B  ^ s en^T *^
Let us consider some examples at this point. We will
actually need these calculations later, so it will be time
well spent.
III.2. Real Projective Space; Let RP(n) denote the real 
projective n~space and let a e H"*"(RP(n); he the generator
of the cohomology ring. By adding a trivial line bundle to 
the tangent bundle, we get the Whitney sum of (n+1) copies 
of the canonical line bundle over RP(n). Thus, 
cn (RP(n)) = (n+l)ccn , and 
en (RP(n)) = (n+1) mod 2.
III.3. The Milnor Hypersurface H(m,n): H(m,n) is the surface 
in RP(m) x RP(n) defined by the equation 
U V  +  U - V . ,  +  .  .  .  +  U  V  = 0o o 1 1  m m
where uQ ,...,um are homogeneous coordinates in RP(m) and
vQ ,...,vn are homogeneous coordinates in RP(n), and we
assume that m n. Let a and [3 be the generators of
H1 (RP(m) X RP(n); K 2) inherited from RP(m) and RP(n),
respectively. If v is the normal line bundle to H(m,n)
in RP (m) x RP (n) , then w^(v) = a +13. Thus,
°m+n-l<H<m'n>> = °m+n-l(RP(m)> + V n - l (RP(n>> +
+ (a + m+n-1
°m+n_1 (H(ra,n)) = (m+1)am+n_1 + (n+X)Sm+n"1 + 
+ (a + e)">+n-l.
The first two terms vanish if 2 m n for dimensional
17
*
reasons. Note that for any class Y e H (RP(m) x RP(n); ® 2) 
we have
<n-.nl> = <Y U <a+S)'U’RP<ni)XRP(n)>- 
where j: H(m,n) “* RP(m) XRP(n) is the inclusion. To see this,
note that the one-dimensional cohomology class in
*fc
H (RP (m) x RP (n) ; 2K2) dual to the submanifold H(m,n) must be 
a + 13, cf. [5 ;p .69] . Thus,
j*lUH(m,n) = WRP(m)XRP(n) 0 (a + B) °
Then
<j - <Y,j*a,H (Itl,n)>
= <Y ,UJRP (m) xrp (n) n <a + S »
= <Y U (a + «).»R P <m )XRP<n)>- 
Thus, to calculate em+n_;L(H(m,n)), we need the coefficient of
in (a + /9)m+n, which is by definition (m+nj mod 2. Thus
I \ \ m I
en.+n-l(H(ra'n)) = (mm )mod 2’
If m = 1, we need to modify the computation, slightly. Since
H (1,1) is just s \  let us ass
is the coefficient of a/?11 in
S^» sume that n 2. Then, en (H(l,n))
(n+1) ^  (a  + 13) + (a  +  /? )n + 1 . 
This is easily seen to be 0, so
en (H(l,n)) = 0.
III.4. THEOREM; [2;Theorem 1] The ring MO* is a graded poly­
nomial ring over 222 with one generator in each dimension 
not of the form 2^-1. The class [ ^ 2  in MO^ serves as a 
polynomial generator in dimension k if and only if
ek (vk) ” x -
Proof; See[2;p.133].///
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Not only will we want to find the generators of 
MO*(BO)* but we shall also want to detect generators of the 
subring MO* of MO*(BO). To do this we define
V ? )  -  e n ( V n >
whenever § is a vector bundle over a manifold v11.
111.5. THEOREM: [2;Lemma 5] Suppose that we are given for
each positive n* elements y * and y " of MO (BO)* with y c n n n n
absent if n has the form 2^-1. These elements form a system
of polynomial generators of the ring MO*(BO) over 2Z2 if and
only if for each n the pairs of numbers (bn (y *) *en (y '))*
(b (y ")*e (y ")) and (0 *0) are distinct. v n n ' n u n
Proof; See[2;p.l37].///
Note that since A( ^ 2) « MO*(BO)* we may replace MO*(BO) 
in Theorem (III.5) by A( 2Z2) •
111.6 . THEOREM: There exist elements {T,Mn}2 in A( 2Z2) for 
each n 0 such that:
(i) {[Mn]2}^_o 9enerates M0* as a polynomial ring 
over ZZ2* for n not of the form 2^-1 ;
(ii) {{T *Mn)2^n=0 9enerates ^( ^ 2 ) as a polynomial 
ring over K 2.
Proof: We again appeal to [2] for these elements and
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the necessary calculations. This theorem is a part of 
[2;Lemma 16].
Define the involution on RP(2i) by
T ■ ([x ,x, ,—  ,x. ,x. —  ,x. ']) = x o 1 l l  x
[ X  , X ,  i  • • • j X *  ,  X- |  ,  « .  .  9 “ X  . ]o l x 1 x
in terms of the homogeneous coordinates for RP(2i). The 
fixed point set of T^ is the disjoint union of RP(i) and 
RP(i-l). Letting a e (RP (2i) ; ’S,^ ) be the generator of 
this cohomology ring# (III.2) gives us that
a2i (RP(2i)) = <2i + 1)a2i = a21-
For the normal bundle to RP(i) in RP(2i)# we have 
CTi^Vl^  = iCti*
For the normal bundle V2 to RP(i-l) in RP(2i)# we have
Gi-l(v2} = (i + 1)ai"1- 
We also want to consider an involution on the Milnor
hypersurface H(2i»2j) in RP(2i) x RP(2j) defined by the
equation «
x u  + ... + x . u . + x, ‘’u- * + ... + x . 'u. ' = 00 0  x x  1 1  x x
where u0 »u2»•••»uj 'ui/'•-•»uj " are homogeneous coordinates 
in RP(2j) and i j. The product involution T.XT. on 
RP(2i) X R P (2j) maps H(2i,2j) into itself. The fixed point 
set of T^XTj restricted to H(2i»2j) is the various inter­
sections of H(2i,2j) with the four fixed point sets of 
T.XT. on RP(2i) x RP(2j). Now, RP(i) x RP(j) intersects
I
H(2i,2j) in a copy of H(i#j). The normal bundle, v^, of 
H(i,j) in H(2i,2j) is the restriction to H(i,j) of the normal 
bundle of RP(i) x RP(j) in RP(2i) x RP(2j). So,
°i+j-i‘vi> = iai+3"1 +
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The two sets RP(i) x RP(j-l) and RP(i-l) X RP(j) are both 
contained in H(2i,2j). The normal bundle, v2, of RP(i) x 
RP(j-l) becomes, if we add the normal bundle of H(2i,2j) in 
RP(2i) X RP(2j), the normal bundle of RP(i) X RP(j-l) in 
RP (2i) X R P (2j). Thus,
ai+j-l(v2) = ial+j"1 + (j+1)^1^ " 1 + (a+/9)1+j-1.
The similar fact is true for the normal bundle, v^, of
RP(i-l) x R P (j) in H(2i,2j). So,
ai+j-l(v3) = (i+l)a1+j_1 + j£1+j_1 + (a+^)1+j”1. 
RP(i-l) x RP(j-l) intersects H(2i,2j) in a copy of H(i-l,j-l) 
which has dimension i+j-3. Because of the dimension, we may 
safely ignore this factor.
Since we are working in MO* (BO) «=> A( 2K2) > we need only 
consider e.({T,Mn}_) and b.({T,Mn}9) where j is the maximum 
of the dimensions of the various components of the fixed 
point set of t on Mn . We want j to be the highest dimension 
of the components of the fixed point set which are non-zero 
on the bordism level; jL.je., if Fm is a component of the 
fixed point set and denotes its normal bundle with m > j , 
then we require that [v “* Fm ]2 be zero. In computing the 
numbers, e^ and b^, we may ignore components of the fixed 
point set with lower dimensions, cf. [2]. We now apply
Theorem(III.5) and we then need only consider the following 
four cases.
4k-2
n = 4k - 2: Take {t, M )2 = {T2k_1»RP(4k-2))2 . We only 
have to consider the fixed point set RP(2k.-l), on which we
2 1 c -1 21c -1
must evaluate CT2 ^ _ ^ (RP(2k-l) )  =  (2k-l)a =  a . n o w ,
e2k_i ^ T 2 = and
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4k— 2
b2k-l({T 'M )2} = e2k_1 (RP(2k-l))
2k= 2ka = 0.
n = 4k - 1; n not of the form 2^-1: We can choose positive 
integers i and j such that
(i) i + j = k
(ii) ^1 = 1 (mod 2) .
4k-1
Take { t ,M }2 = {T2iXT2jlH(4i,4j)' H ^i-^D)>2- The fixed
point dimension is 2i + 2j -1 = 2k -1. To find
e2k-l((T 'M^ C 2) we ad<^  up the evaluations of a2]c_i^vi^  on 
the fundamental classes of the various components. For 
H(2i,2j),
CT2k-l(vl) = 2ia2k_1 + 2j^2k“1 = 0 .
For evaluating ct2]c_i v^ 2^  on R p (2 -^) x RP(2j-l) we need the
coefficient of ^in (a + B) ^  \  which is |22i"^ ) *
Also, RP(2i-l) X RP (2j) contributes P 2j / = i2i-l) ’ T^us'
= i.
4k—1
Furthermore, :b2 k - l ^ T,M ^  ~ e2k-l ^H 2^i,23)) = !•
n = 4k: Take {t,m^ } 2 = {T2k ,RP )2 • For tbe norma-*- bundle
to the fixed point set RP(2k) we have
2 ka2k (v) = 2k a = 0 .
Thus, e2k({T 2> = 0. Also, b2k ({T ,M4k)2) = e2k (RP (2k) )=i.
4k+l i
n = 4k + 1 ; Take {t ,m  }? = {TjX T ^ I h(2#4k) ,H(2,4k) }2 .
2k 2k 2k
For H(l,2k), we have a2]<;^v i^  ~ a + 2k/5> = a . Thus,
evaluating this on H(l,2k) we get 0 from (III.3). For
RP (1 )  X RP (2k-1 ) ,
a2k (v2) = a2k + (2k+1)^2k + (a + £)2]S
22
2k—1in which the coefficient of dff is 2l) = 0 (moc  ^2) * For
R P (0) x RP(2k), we have
ff2k (v3) = 2a2k + 21°®2k + (a + tf)2k
2kwhich contains the term B . Thus,
e2k ({T.M4k+1}2) = 1
and
b2k ({T 'M4k+1}2) = e2k (H(l,2k)) = 0
This completes (ii) .
For (i) all we need to do is compute the following 
numbers and apply Theorem (III.4).
e4k-2<MWt'2> = eik.2 (RP(4k-2))
= <(4k-l>a!‘k'1.‘»RP(ltk-2)>
= 1 .
h V_ "I
e!tk-l<M > = e(4k.1 (H(U,!»j))
■ c * j  - ( ; )
= l(mod 2), by the choice of i. 
e4k (M^k) = e4]c(RP(4k)) = 1. 
eik+l ^ +11 = e4k+l (H(2’4k>>
■ M  ■ M
= 1 (mod 2).///
III.7. Corollary: cp: A ( "* MO* fft J is a monomorphism.
Proof: By checking cp on the generators, this is
clear.///
Let us introduce two filtrations on A( . The first
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filtration, filFp, is an increasing filtration. We shall say 
that filFp ({T.V11} ^  = k for {T,Vn}2 s I ( a 2) c A( a  ) if k 
is the maximum of the dimensions of the various components of 
the fixed point set.
There is a decreasing filtration of MO* l[t ]] given by 
fil(x) = n if the first non-zero coefficient in the power 
series for x is the coefficient of tn . Thus, cp induces a 
decreasing filtration on A ( denoted by fil— . For an£• Cp
element {T,vn}~ e I ( 2Z0) we have that 1 ■* 2 n z
Proof; This is clear from the construction of these 
generators in Theorem(Ill.6).///
We would like to know what happens to these two 
filtrations on products and sums. The following facts are 
clear from the definitions of the filtrations.
fil^({T »vn}2) = n + j 
if e ({T,vn}2)) ^ 0 and all of the preceeding powers of 
r on {T»vn}2 do augment to 0.
III.8 . Lemma; For the generators {T,Mn}2 given in Theorem 
(III.6), we have
(i) filFp({t ,Mn}2) if n is even,
if n is odd;
\
(ii) fil-({T,Mn}2) = n.
(i) filFp(xy) = filFp(x) + filp p (y), for any x ^ 0
and y 7^ 0 .
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(ii) fil— (xy) = fil— (x) + fil— (y), for any x ^ 0 
and y / 0.
(iii) filp p (x + y) = max{filp p (x),filp p (y)} if 
x and y have no monomials in common.
(iv) fil—  (x + y) = min{fil-(x),fil-(y)} if x and
y have no monomials in common.
It then follows that the fixed point filtration, fil„„, ofFP
a polynomial in the generators {t ,Mn}2 is the maximum of 
the fixed point filtrations of its terms. For the cp-filtration, 
fil— , of a polynomial in the generators, we have the minimum 
of the cp-filtrations of its terms.
Note that for any generator {T,Mn}2* n not of the form 
2^-1, we have that
fil-({T,Mn}2> £ §  filp p ({T,Mn}2)
This is clear if n is even and bigger than 5. For n = 2,
we have 2 <£ ^(1) ; and for n = 4, 4 ^-^(2) = 5 .  I f n i s  odd
and n ^  5, we have
„ 5 ,n-lx 5n-5
n ^  2 (T “) = W '  or
4n 5n - 5 .
We do not have to consider n = 1 and n = 3, since both are of 
the form 2^-1. We cannot improve on this inequality, for 
we have equality when n = 5; A*e.,
fil-({T,M5 }2) = 4  £ilF p ({T,M5}2).
III.9. THEOREM: (Boardman's Five-Halves Theorem) Let T be
a smooth involution on a closed manifold V11 of dimension n 
and let k be the fixed point dimension; A*£*' the maximum of
the dimensions of the various components of the fixed point
set which are non-zero on the bordism level. If V11 does
n 5
not bound, [V J2 ¥• 0/ then n k.
Proof; Note first that {T/V11^  e In ( C ^ 2) '
Since [V11] 0 / 0 in MO , we have that
m  n
= n.
Write {T/V11}2 as a polynomial in the generators {t,Mn}2 and 
call this polynomial pQ (V11). Then we have.
n = fil-UT.v"}., £  fil-(po (Vn )) <;§ filp p (po (Vn ))
^  I  £ilFp({T 'vn}2)
= |  k.
This last equality is due to our hypothesis that 
filF p ({T,Vn}2) = k .///
Since n must be an integer, we actually have that
5k 5kn jfl , the greatest integer in — We have the
following corollary.
III.10. Corollary1 Under the same assumptions as Theorem
(III.9), we have 
(I 5V-
n < —— if k is even.5k2
5k-1 if k is odd.///
III.11. Corollary; Let T be a smooth involution on a smooth 
closed manifold Vn , and let filpp ({T/V11} 2) = k. If [V11] 2 
is indecomposable in MO* then
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{
n ^  2k + 1 if n is odd/ or 
n ^  2k if n is even.
Proof: In this case, we need only to appeal to 
the fixed point filtration. If [Vn]^ indecomposable in 
M0*» then the generator {T,Mn)2 appears by itself in the 
polynomial for {t , V11} 2; A*.§» /
{T,V11} 2 = {t ,Mn) 2 + decomposables.
Then, for n odd,
k = filpp ({T/V^) ±  filpp ({t ,Mn}2) 
or n <£ 2k + 1. For n even, we have,
k = filFP ({T'vn}2> >  filFP({’••Mn}2) = §; 
or n 2k.///
For the cp—filtration, the Five-Halves Theorem tells us
that for at least one m with 0 m e (^({t,V11} 2) / 0
in M0n+m' with k = filpp ({T/V11} 2) • Actually, since n k,
3 k
we have that 0 m -j-.
III.12. Corollary: Let T be a differentiable involution on 
a smooth closed manifold vn and let filpp ({T, V11} 2) = k. If 
n > then {T/V11^  bounds in I* ( .
00
Proof: Recall that cp({T,Vn}2) = £ e (T-* ({t , Vn} ) tn",'-,.
5k 3=° n
Since n > -y, by Theorem (III.9) we know that [V ]2 -
e({T,Vn}2) = 0. If there is a j such that e (T^  ({T/V11} ) / 0,
3kby our previous discussion we know that j > -j-. Otherwise,
5kTheorem (III.9) would imply that n <£ -y. The fixed point set
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of r3({T/Vn}9) is F(T) U U r1(Vn), where F(T) denotes the
jr°fixed point set of T on v and thxs xs a dxsjoxnt union.
Let j be the first integer for which e (F3 ({t,^}^ J* 0.
Then, fil— (r3 ({r,Vn}2)) = n + j and filpp (F3 ({T,^}2)) = k, 
since e (F^ ({T,V11} 2)) = 0 for all i < j. Thus,
fii-(rj ({T,vn}2)) > |  fiipp(r3({T .vn}2)).
But then by Theorem (III.9), e ( { T , V n}2)) = 0. Thus, we 
must have that cp ({t , V11} 2) = 0. Since cp is a monomorphism, 
we have that {T,Vn}2 = 0 in A ( ^ 2). Again, I ( ^ 2) injects 
into A( K 2). Therefore, we have that {T,Vn}2 bounds in 
in ( z 2)•///
CHAPTER IV: AN APPLICATION TO FLAT MANIFOLDS
In this section we apply both the map T and the Five- 
Halves Theorem to a conjecture about flat manifolds. We 
do not make any claims about the validity of this conjecture. 
If the conjecture is true, we have an interesting corollary; 
if it is false, we have a way in which a counterexample might 
be constructed. The reader interested in the background of 
this conjecture should see [9], [10], and [11].
An abstract group, B, is a Bieberbach group if B has a 
normal free abelian subgroup, B*, of finite index. Mn is a 
flat manifold if 7r^(Mn) is a Bieberbach group and the rank 
of the normal free abelian subgroup is n.
If Mn is aflat manifold, then so is r (Mn) . To see this, 
consider the fibration
Mn  » F (Mn)  l> RP (1) .
From the Homotopy Exact Sequence for a fibration, we have 
that
0 ---- ► Tj- (Mn) ---- ► 7r1 (T (Mn)) ---- 6- 22  > 1
is exact. This sequence is actually split exact, so we have 
that 7T1 (r(Mn)) tTjl (Mn) - 2K, the semi-direct product. Then, 
the normal abelian subgroup of 7r-^ (r(Mn)) will be the direct
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sum of that of tt^  (Mn) and the subgroup of index 2 in Z5. The 
rank of this subgroup is n+1. Thus, 77^  (T (Mn)) is a 
Bieberbach group and T(Mn) is a flat manifold.
There is a standing conjecture that all flat manifolds 
bound mod 2, [9] and [10]. Let T be a smooth involution on 
a flat manifold Mn with f i l ^  ({T ,Mn} 2) ^  0; .i-e., the fixed 
point set is non-empty. Since Mn is flat, T-1 (Mn) is a flat
manifold for all j. If this conjecture is true, we have that
00
^p({T,Mn}9) = S e ({T ,Mn} ~)) tn+~* 
j=0
00
= s [r3(Mn)] 
j=o
= 0.
Since cp is a monomorphism, {T,Mn}2 = 0 in I ( 2Z2) , using the 
injection of In ( Z52) into A( ZS2) . j.f T is a fixed point 
free involution, we already know that {T,Mn}2 = 0 in I ( ^ 2). 
Thus, if the conjecture is true and if Mn is a flat manifold, 
then any smooth involution on Mn bounds in I ( ^ 2) . If the 
conjecture is false, then e ( { t , M n}2)) ^ 0 for some j.
This may be a way of constructing a counterexample.
CHAPTER V: FACTORIZATIONS IN I*( Z^)
In this section we shall return to the elements of
the form x + Tn (x) in I4 ( Z 2) with e (x)) = 0 for all
0 <£ j < n. Since I ( ® 2)/ ~ \  { '&2) / Theorem(II.1) ,
and 7f\. ( Z n)/ 9. is a polynomial ring over Z~t we might 
* 2 1 £
expect elements in I*( Z^) / ^  to behave like polynomials.
In fact they do, and so do some elements in I*( Z ^).
In #?* ( Z^) we have that
n-l
1 + 0 = (1 + 0) ( E 0J) .
j=0
Thus, 1 + 0n = 0 in 171^ ( Z^) / 9^. We should expect a similar 
occurrence in I*( ZS2) .
n-1 • p 2
V.l. Proposition; (x + T(x)) ( £ T3 (x)) = x + r11 (x ) if
j=0
e (T-^  (x)) = 0 for 0 j < n.
Proof: We prove this by induction on n. 
n = 1 . This is clear since is an ideal. 
n = 2. (x + r(x)) (x + r(x)) = x2 + xr(x) + xr(x) + (T(x))2
= x2 + (T(x))2 .
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Now, r2 (x2) = r (T (xx)) = r (xr (x) + e(x)T(x))
= r(xr(x)), since e(x) = 0,
= F(x)T(x) + e (x) r2 (x)
= (Hx))2 .
so, (x + r(x))(x + r (x)) = x2 + r2 (x2).
Now assume that the result is true for n? jL.je.,
(x + r (x)) ( 2 rj (x)) = x2 + rn (x2)
j j=0
with e (T (x)) = 0 for 0 <£ j < n. Assuming that e (TJ (x)) is
zero for 0 <[ j < n+1, we have that
n . n-1 .
(x + r (x)) ( s rD (x)) = (x + r(x)) ( s r3(x) + r^x)) 
j=0 j=0
= x2 + ^ ( x 2) + xrn (x) + r(x)rn (x).
Now,
rn (x2) = r(xrn_1(x)) = xr11^ ) + e(rn_1(x) )T(X ) = xi^x),
and
r ^ t x 2) = T(xrn (x)) = T(x)rn(x) + e(x)rn+1(X)
= r (x)rn (x).
These two facts are just the repeated use of the product 
formula for T and the fact that e (T-* (x)) = 0 for 0 <£ j < n+1. 
Thus,
(x + T(x))( 2 (x)) = x2 + rn (x2) .///
j=0
Now, is a polynomial ring over in a countable
number of indeterminants, one of which is 0. Using results 
from commutative algebra, we have that ( 2Z2) = ( [Ya] ;
( Z 2) is a polynomial ring over ^ 2 [0] in a countable 
number of indeterminants. We will be interested in the ring 
1^ 2 [0] fo^ our results. We are interested in hov; the poly-
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nomial 1 + 0n  factors in This factorization then
gives us relations in I^( with remarkable similarities.
We want to know how 0 n  +  1 factors in o r  the
mod 2 factorization of t n  - 1 over 2&[t]. This, of course, 
has to do with cyclotomic field extensions. We shall factor 
tn - 1 over Zi[t] mod p, p any prime. We, at present, only
need the factorization for p = 2, but we will need the
general result in Chapter IX. The reference for the following 
is [12; Chapter 7].
Consider the polynomial tn - 1 over Q and let £n denote 
the primitive nr=^  root of unity. Let E = Q(Cn) • The 
minimal polynomial for is the n—  cyclotomic polynomial, 
denoted by (t). The following are consequences of the 
definitions.
(i) § (t) = n  (t - cnm ) •
n (n,m)=1 n
(ii) tn - 1 = II § n(t), where din means that d divides
, I d 'd I n
n.
(iii) § (t) = (tn - i)/ n § ,(t).
n d |n
d/*n
Let p be a positive prime integer.
V.2. THEOREM: If p | n, then p factors in ©(£ ) into the 
product of r distinct prime ideals of degree f, where 
rf = jzf(n) and f is the smallest positive integer such that 
p^ = 1 (mod n) . (NOTE: is the Euler jz(-function.)
Proof: See [12; 7-2-4].///
V.3. Corollary: If p Jf n, then p splits completely in Q(£n) 
if and only if p = l(mod n).
Proof: See [12; 7-2-5].///
V.4. THEOREM: If p | n, write n = pSn ' with (p»n'*) = 1.
Then p factors in Q(Cn) in the form
P °Q(Cn) = }
where B , ...#B are distinct prime ideals of 0 . of degree
f with rf = n') and f being the smallest positive integer
such that pf = l(mod n").
Proof: See [12; 7-4-3].///
V.5. THEOREM: {1 / £n » • . ., ^  is an integral basis for
®(Cn) over A-e*' °®( q ) = 2ZCCnJ -
Proof: See [12; 7-5-4].///
Let n = pSn ‘* with s 0 and (p,n') = 1 .
V.6. THEOREM: If p factors in 25 [£ ] as
r /(PS)
p °C(C ) = (.n,Bi>v sn 1=1
with the degree of B^ being f, rf = rf(n') , f being the small­
est integer such that p^ = 1 (mod n*), and the B^ being 
distinct prime ideals in O q ^  ) = 2S[£n] f°r i “ l#...»r;
then
$ (t) = ( II p (t))^p * mod p, 
i<*l 1
with the pi (t) being distinct polynomials for i = l,...,r; 
deg(p^) = f for i = l,...,r; and the same conditions on r 
and f.
Proof; We have the following diagram of rings and
fields„
E
®[t]/(§n (t))
Jn
]n
By Theorem (V.5) 0 ^ ^   ^ = E[Q^\ an^ this is a Dedekind
domain. Thus, being prime, is a maximal ideal in E[CnJ•
Thus ^  = ZS[£n]/ B^ is a field; in fact, an extension field
of Fp = E/p E . Now, [?C^ :Fp] = f, by assumption. Take
Q e K- and let p.(s) be its minimal polynomial. Now, n j. g i
p^(t)*^P  ^ divides $n (t) modulo p. Doing this for all
i = 1, .,r , we have our result.///
We now restrict our attention to p = 2. This factor­
ization of $ (t) modulo 2 tells us how to factor 1 + 0nn
in til* ( E~) = ( Z o[0])[Y ]. See Appendix I.* z z a
We need some computational tools for the endomorphism
r. Let us assume that n+m < N and e (T"1 (x)) = 0 for all
0 £  j < N.
V.7. Lemma; If n+m < N and e(T3 (x)) = 0 for 0 j < N, then
rn (x)rm (x) = rn+m(x2).
Proof: We shall use induction. 
n = 1, m = li r(x)T(x) = r2 (x2). 
r2 (x2) = r(r(xx))
= T(xr(x) + e (x)T(x))
= r (xT(x))
= r(x)T(x) + e(x)r2 (x)
= (r (x))2 .
Assume that r ( x ) ( x )  = r^+^(x““) for all k <£ m. We need to
show that r(x)IJn+1(x) = rm+2(x2).
^ ( x 2) = r(rm+1(x2))
= r (T (x) r111 (x)) , by the inductive hypothesis 
= r(x)rm+1(x) + r2 (x)e(rm (x))
= r.(x)rm+^ t since e(rm (x)) = 0.
Thus, we have that r(x)rm (x) = ^ ^ ^ ( x 2) for all m. Now, we
induct on n. Assume that
IJc(x)rm (x) = ^ ( x 2) 
for all k n. We want to show that rn+^(x)rm (x) = rn+m+^(x2) 
for an arbitrary m.
rn+m+1(x2) = r (rn+m(X2))
= r(rn (x)rm (x))
= rn+1(x)rm (x) + s(rn (x))rln','1 (x)
— rn+1(x)rm (x), since €(Tn (x)) = 0.///
V.8. Lemma: If e(T^(x)) = 0 for 0 j < N and if n+1 < N, 
then
T(x)rn (xr) = rn+1(Xr+1).
proof: rn+1 (xr+1) = rn (r(xr+1))
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= rn (xrr(x) + s(x>r(Xr))
= rn (Xrr(x))
_ rn_1(r(xr)r(x) + e(xr)r2 (X))
= rn-1 (r(xr)r(x))
= rn'2 (r2 (xr)r<x) + e<r(xr))r2 (X)) 
= rn'2 (r2 (xr)r(X))
IT 1since e(F(x )) = e(xr(x )) = 0 .  Continuing this process, 
we get
rn+1 (xr+1) = r ^ F ^ x 17) .///
This can be proved more easily using an induction 
argument as in the proof of Lemma (V.7).
By combining Lemmas (V.7) and (V.8), we get the following 
proposition.
V.9. Proposition; If n+m < N and e (F-3 (x)) = 0 for 0 <£ j < N, 
then
rn (xr)rm (xs) = rn+ra(xr+s).///
Let p(t) be a polynomial over defined by
n ip(t) = 2 ajtJ, a^ e z;2.
Define the polynomial operator p(F) by
p(T) (x) = ( 2 a.F-3) (x) 
j=0 J 
n
= 2 a .F-3 (x) , a . e .
j=0 3 3
If q(T) is another polynomial operator
m
q(F) (x) = 2 b.F3 (x) , b. €
j=0 3 3 Z
define the product of these two polynomial operators to be
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p(r)q(r) = pq(r) 
n+m
= 2 c, rk
k=0 k
e 250. Note that the above lemmas1 ITm  1
i=0
give us that
[p(r) (x) ] [q(r> (x) ] = (pq(r))(x2).
From this,from the above lemmas, and from Theorem (V.6) 
we have proven the following result.
kd Sd
V.10. THEOREM; If 0n  + 1 = II ( H p. (0) ) ^ 2  ^ with the
d|n jd=l ^d
p. not necessarily distinct for different values of d and 
3d s
d = 2 dd* with (d\2) — 1, then
n ( n 3 [(p. (F) (x)])’**2 d) = xk+1 + r ^ x * * 1)
d|n ja=l d
S -
where k+1 = E k.^(2 ) .///
d|n
This theorem is not as bad as it looks, nor is it hard 
to use. For some explicit calculations using this theorem 
see Appendix II.
This theorem tells us some very interesting things 
about IA ( • For each n ^  1 there are elements in
which factor in exactly the same way that 1 + 0n factors in 
• This introduces some interesting relations into 
I*( it tells us that IA ( Z^) acts much like a
polynomial ring. This should not really be unexpected 
since the sequence (1.2) is split exact.
CHAPTER VI: AN ORIENTED ANALOGUE OF THE MAP T
Let p toe a fixed odd prime integer and let 22^  and 
denote the cyclic group 22/p 22. 22^  is the standard notation
when talking about differentiable maps of period p. In the 
following MSO* will denote the graded oriented Thom cobord- 
ism algebra; MSCK( !Z ), the graded oriented cobordism ring* p
of smooth oriented manifolds with a fixed point free orient­
ation preserving differentiable periodic map of period p;
SO0* ( 22 )* the graded unrestricted oriented cobordism ring 
P
of smooth oriented manifolds with orientation preserving
SOdifferentiable periodic maps of period p; and ty. ( 25 )
P'
$
the graded oriented cobordism ring of principal U(k)
bundles where rn.
l2j
22p) = 2 MSOn_2j(BU(j))
and MSOn (BU(0)) <= MSOn -
Throughout the rest of this paper we will work with a 
fixed representation of 22p , and 22p will act by this one 
action in each coordinate.
We want to define a map similar to T but in the oriented
) -» 0S° ( 5Z ] p' n+2 p ;
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cn qn
case. We would like to have a map r^: 0^ ( 22 ■+ ^n+2 
We shall attempt to define such a map and see wherein the 
troubles lie.
Let p = exp(27ri/p) be the primitive p—  root of unity.
Let T be an orientation preserving diffeomorphism of period
p on the closed oriented manifold, Mn . Let F denote the
fixed point set of T on Mn , and let v denote its normal
xx 1bundle. Consider the manifold M x S with the map
1A(x,z) = (T(x), pz) , where we think of S as the set
{z e C | |z| = 1  }. By [3;35.1] this diagonal action is the
same as the map T^: Mn X "♦ Mn x given by
Tm (x ,z ) = (x, pz)
on the bordism level. Add a trivial complex line bundle, C ,
to the normal bundle v. The sphere bundle, S(v © C), is
endowed with a differentiable fixed point free map, T *, of
period p. This T * is the restriction to the unit sphere in
each fiber of the diagonal map T x T^ on the total space of
v © c with Tx (z) = P-Z. By [3;35.2] we have that ( T ^ M ^ s 1)
is freely cobordant to (T ',S(v © C)). That is, there is a
manifold wH+2 with a free action t and with boundary such
2that one component of this boundary is (TM *M x D ) and 
the other is - (T * ,B (v © C)) .
We would like to define ( 2Z ) ^ + 2  ^ Kp^
ra ({T,Mn}) = {t ,wn+2}. Unfortunately, such a definition of 
r is not well-defined. The problem lies in {T,wn+2}. The
XI 1manifold with the free action of 25^  connection (T^,M X S ) 
and (t ',S(v © C) gives us trouble. According to [3;19.4], 
a free action on a closed oriented manifold is divisible by
In order to keep the above definition of r^ ., we must
SOpass to a quotient of ( ZZ )• Clearly, the ideal which
P
must be factored out of this ring must contain ( {c ,C }),
P P
which is the set of all bordism classes divisible by p.
Unfortunately, just factoring out the ideal ( {c ,C }) is not
P P
enough, because does not preserve this ideal. If F is 
the fixed point set of T on Mn and v is its normal bundle,
the fixed point data for r^({T,Mn)) with the above 
definition is
v © c U -C 
F U  -Mn .
Thus, from this fixed point data we can easily see that
r will not preserve ( {c ,C }).
P P
Let P be an ideal of 0*°( 2Z ) such that
ir
<2^ 0 ( 2Sp )/P -* 0*°( 2Sp )/P
is a well-defined endomorphism. Let 91 be the set of all 
SOideals in 0* ( S ) which satisfy this condition. Clearly,
P
SO0^ ( g;p ) e 91, so 91 ^ 0. Furthermore, from our previous
discussion, for every P e 91, we must have that ({Cp,Cp}) c p.
SO ^We need to exhibit a proper ideal of 0^ ( 22 ) that is con-
P
SO Itained in 91. Let B = { {T,M} e 0vV ( n )  | some non-empty
ir
component of F(T) is divisible by p on the bordism level}.
B is an ideal of 0*°( 2K )• Let B ' = (B U {c  ,C }). Then
P P P
b ' e 91, but B' ^ 0*°( "Mi ) • Partially order 91 by P P ' if
P
(i) p e p ' ,  and
(ii) the following diagram commutes.
Clearly* the intersection of ideals serves as a lower bound 
for any totally ordered chain in 21. So* by Zorn's Lemma 
there is a minimal ideal, P^* such that
is a well-defined endomorphism. This raises two questions 
immediately.
(1) What, precisely* is this ideal p^?
(2) can we specifically exhibit an ideal in 91 with
which we can easily work?
We have an affirmative answer to this second question.
Consider the set of all {T*Mn} in 0*°( 2Z, )/({C *C }) such
P P P
that all of the Pontrjagin numbers of the fixed point data
are divisible by p. This is clearly an ideal of
O®0 ( 2Z )/({C *C }). Call it 9. in order for I\. to preserve
P P P
this ideal we must have an affirmative answer to the following 
question.
(3) if all of the Pontrjagin numbers of the fixed point 
data of (T*Mn) are divisible by p* then are all of the 
Pontrjagin numbers of the ambient manifold, Mn , divisible by
p?
We devote the next chapter to answering this question.
CHAPTER VII: DIVISIBILITY OF CHERN AND
PONTRJAGIN NUMBERS
n XWe will be considering the two manifolds M X s
and S(v ® C) as in Chapter VI. We are trying to find the
Pontrjagin numbers of Mn subject to a condition which will
be stated shortly. We are interested in the characteristic
n Xnumbers of the free SZ -actions on S(v © C) and on M X s .
P
We will use [3; 35.2] and we have that 
n ,
2 [ T \ S ( V ©  C)] = [T-, »S ] [Mn] 
m=0 m
in MSOn+i ( ^p)• Thus, the Chern or. Pontrjagin numbers of 
Mn will be given by the characteristic numbers of 
(t ',S (vm © C)) .
In order to make these calculations less horrendous, 
we want to put some restrictions on our manifolds. Since 
Chern classes and Chern numbers are much easier with which 
to work than are the Pontrjagin classes and Pontrjagin 
numbers, we will restrict our attention to manifolds which 
are smooth, closed, and weakly complex.
A manifold is said to be weakly complex if there is 
an "almost complex" structure on its tangent bundle; jL.e:.»
h2
k3
if for some r,n e 5Z+ , t © 0r ~ Cn . in this case, the
oriented cobordism class of a weakly complex manifold is
completely determined by its Chern numbers. We must also
restrict our maps to being differentiable periodic maps of
period p which preserve the weakly complex structure on the
manifold. In this situation we do not have to exclude the
prime 2 from our considerations, since we are only concerned
with Chern classes which are integral classes. When we do 
SOpass back to 0^ ( » however, we will again require that
p must be an odd prime.
We will use the notations 0^° ( 22 ) , ( 22 ) , 0*( !K ) ,
P P P
and 7$ ( % ). However, these will denote the original rings* p
with the fixed point free involutions already having been 
identified to zero. This means that our fixed point sets 
will be non-empty. Unless otherwise stated we will be
u uworking in ( 25 ) and ( 22 ) # which are the same as
P P
0*° ( JSU and ( 22 ) except that the manifolds are required 
P P
to be weakly complex and the maps must preserve this weakly
complex structure.
Let (T,Mn) be an orientation preserving differentiable
periodic map of period p on the smooth, closed, weakly complex
manifold Mn . Let F denote the fixed point set of T on Mn .
n
Note that F ^  rf, from the previous paragraph. F = U F
m m=0
where F is a submanifold of Mn of dimension m for each m.
Also, note that each component of the fixed point set F is
a weakly complex manifold. Let denote the normal bundle
to Fm in Mn . Note that v is a complex bundle for each m,m
[ 3 ]  •
We shall say that (T,Mn) satisfies condition (D) if:
(D) - All of the tangential and normal chern 
numbers as well as all of the Chern numbers 
associated to the products of the tangential and 
normal Chern classes of each component of F are 
divisible by p.
Note that this puts {T,Mn} into the ideal of 0^( 25 ) which
Jr
we want to factor out in order to have I’q. well-defined.
Assume that (T,Mn) satisfies condition (D). Add a
trivial complex line bundle to vm and pass to the associated
sphere bundle, S(v © C) , over Fm . There is a free ^ - e m p
action on this bundle, so we may pass to the Lens space
bundle, © C) = S (v^ © C ) / ^ .  Our assumption that
(T,Mn) satisfies condition (D) tells us that the Lens space
bundle, L (v ) = S(v )/ 25 , bounds as a manifold. We have p m nr7 p
two methods of computing the Chern classes of L (v © C),
Jr
which will be the sum of the Chern classes of the Lp(vm © C).
First, we have Lp(vm) contained in Lp(vm © C) as a 
codimension 2 submanifold. Thus, there is a dual cocycle 
t o  Lp (vm) in H 2 ( L p ( V m  ffl C) , K ) . If i: L p ( v m ) -  L p ( v m  ®  C )  
denotes the embedding, then this cocycle, X , is uniquely 
determined by ([5])
(VII. 1, V Vm<*> ■ ' • ‘V v ’*
where uj(M) denotes the orientation class of the oriented
manifold M. This cohomology class X also has the property
that if r) denotes the normal bundle to the embedding of
L (v ) in L (v © C) , then, p m p m
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(VII.2) c^) = 1 + i*(X) ,
where c(ri) is the total chern class of r\, £f. [5; 4.8.1].
*k
Now, if a is any cohomology class in H (Lp(vm ® ^)* > we
have that
(VII.3) i*(i*(a) n \  (v } = a n i* («>L (v })
p m  p m
= a\ n w ( @ Cj •
p ' m '
We can find the Chern classes of L (v © C) by consideringp m J J
i*((l+l)_1c(Lp (vm © €)) n \  (v }) ,
p m
where we think of c (Lp^vm © c)) as being a linear polynomial
in the indeterminants c , ...,c with c. e H^1 (L (v © C ) ; 22) .o tz i p in
This term is then set equal to c(Lp (vm )), the total Chern
class of L (v ). We then bring these classes back up to p m
L  (v © C) via (VII.3). p m ' ---
In the other method the tangent bundle to Lp(vm © C),
T (L„ © C)), can be identified with the Whitney sum ofP ^
the tangent bundle along the fibers, Tf^Lp^vm ® an^
the pullback of the tangent bundle to Fm , t (Fm ); i.».e.*
‘k m
T ( L  (v © C)) «  T _ ( L  (v © C) )  © 7T (T (F ) ) .\ p \ m ii f ' p ' m
VII.4. THEOREM: Let § be a U(n) vector bundle over a mani­
fold M, then there exists a bundle t2 such that
Tf (L (§}) © 0 = ® 7T* (§) .
Proof: This is a !Kp analogue of results in [8]
Let § be a U(n) vector bundle over M and let 
2 n  2n 1
r) = (S ” ,tt,L ) be the standard principal E  bundle. 
P P
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Let us make the following definitions.
(i) S(5) = (E(5) xu(nj S2n , Tfg»M) will denote the
2 n _  ^
sphere bundle associated to § with fiber S
Or\-m 1
(ii) L (§) = (E(§) X , . L , TrT ,M) will denote theP p Lp
Lens space bundle associated with § and S(§) with fiber
_ 2n-l 
Li •
p *1
(iii) = (E(§) x S iir^ iE (Lp (§)) is a principal
'K X U(n) bundle.
P
(iv) C2 = (E (S (§)) , tt^  »E (Lp(§))) is a principal Z5p 
bundle.
Let 'if: S ^ Cn be the usual embedding and let
Y: 22 X U(n) -♦ U(n) be the multiplication map. We can
P
define this map y since 22 is in the center of U(n), or
P
at least can be identified with a subgroup of this center. 
Now, is equivariant relative to this representation, y.
We can now apply [8 ; 1.3], and we have
(VII.5) Tf (Lp (?)) 0 (Tf (C2)/^p) ® ^ c / s y  = Y ( C 1} *
Here, denotes the normal bundle to the embedding
cp: E(S(?)) ■* E ( § )  x u ( n )  Cn  
induced by ijr. y (C2.) *-s defined as follows.
EtYtq)) = Etq) x v u ( n )  u<n), 
where 22p x U(n) acts on U(n) by g g ' = Y(g)g*.
Clearly, Tf(£2) / ^ p ^s t*ie zero dimensional vector 
bundle over M,, so (VII.5) now yields 
(vii.6) t£ (Lp (§)) © (vc / y )  = Y (Cx) •
Now let y, : 2B x u(n) '& and y % x u(n) -» u(n)1 p J p 2 p ' '
be the canonical projection maps. We then have that 
(VII.7) y(C1) = Y1 (C1) ® Y2 (C1)
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where Y^(C]_) an(3 Y2 (C-^ ) are defined in the same manner as
Y(C^)- Furthermore, we see that Y-^(C^) = t2* th*2 line bundle
*
associated to C~; and Y0 (Ci) = 7rT (§), the bundle over2 2 1 Lp
E (L (§)) induced by tt_ from E(§). We exhibit the following
p  LP
diagram in an attempt to keep things straight.
E(§) X s 
Pi
E(5) X
7T
2n 1 --- X -^- » E (?) X Cn
V ,2n-l
U(n)
cp
f
E(§) Xu(n) €
n
7Tr
E(LP (?)) = E(5) xu(n) L^n-1 7rT
O i
Now, the embedding S n Cn has a % X U(n)
equivariant normal field, so v / 2Z =cp p
(VII.7), and this give us that
Therefore, (VII.6)
A
Tf (L (§)) © 0 = C2
* j , ,
7rL (§) •/// 
P
Applying (VII.4) to Tf(Lp(vm ® c))» we have
T (L (V © C ) ) © 0  = ri®7]A f p m 1
tr_ ( v  © C) .
LP  m
Now, we can compute the Chern classes of L (v © C).
k p m
Assume that c(vm ) = Fr (1 + x .^m ) where km = dimc (vm) and
the cohomological dimension of x^ m is 2 for each i. Then
from (VII.2), (VII.8), and [5; 4.4.3], we have
km
(VII.9)
i=0
c(t£ (l (v ©  €))) = n ( 1 + x. - X),
f p m ,
since c ( v m © C) = c ( v m) . Thus, c j ( T f ( L p ( v m ®  c ) ) )  i s  t h e  3
symmetric polynomial of the set {x. -X,...,x. -1}•jl $ in jc # m
. th
tTiVII.10. Lemma: If a.. denotes the j—  symmetric polynomial, then
a .({x. -X}. ,) = 2-i x <- m J 1 = 1'i,m r=0
Proof: This is a straightforward calculation 
using symmetric polynomials.///
Thus, (VII.9) and (VII.10) give us
c .(t -(L (v © € ) ) ) =  2 f^“r ) ("^) j_rc (v ).3 ' f' p' m 7// r_0 \3-r/ ' r m'
A Tn
Since t (l (v © C)) = t (l (v © C)) ® w (t (P )) , Whitney p m  f p m
duality gives us that
c (L (v © C)) = c (t (L ( v ©  C)) ) .c(Fm ) .' p  m f p m  '
Thus,
cs (Lp (vm ®  C)) - j 0ct<Tf<Lp(vm ®
= 5 \(t=r) cr < V J 't=0 r=0
(VII. 11) cs (Lp (vm ® C)) = J Q «=r (vB )cs_t (^).
Now, if dimr (v ) = k , then dim-. (L (v © C)) = 2k + 1 .  C'nr m T R ' p ' m  m
Before we can compute Chern numbers, though, we must know the
* 2n+lcohomology ring of L (v © C). H (L ;F ) is generated byp in p p
the set { 6 , X , 6X , . . . ,\n , 6\n} where 6 e (L^n+ "^ :F ) ,
P P
1 e H^(L^n+^;F ), and |3(&) = 1 with f3 the Bockstein homo- 
P P
morphism, erf. [6] .
Consider the class 
r
II c .   ,
i=2 P m
i x
(VII.12) c = 6X 1 n . (L (v © C))
r
where 1 +  £ i . = 2k + 1 .  Our Chern numbers will then be
• i 3 m3=1 J
given by evaluating these classes against the fundamental
class, ouL . © c) ‘ From (VII. 11), (VII.12), and our
p m
assumption that (T,Mn) satisfies condition (D), we see that
the only number which, a. priori, might not be zero mod p 
would be:
(+6i ) n wL ( © Cj-
p ' m '
By (VII.3),
ic 3c
i*(i*(±6X “ ) n UJL ( ,) = +6X mx n «> ( @ C)
p '  n r  p '  m 7
= 0 ,
since 2k + 3 > dim^ (L (v ©€))«, So, by taking the class ^ m p m
+61 down to L (v ) and evaluating it against UL , , ,- P m' y Lp (vm)
we get zero.' Therefore, this number must have been 0.
Therefore, all of the Chern numbers of L (v © C)p m
are divisible by p for every m; and, thus, all of the Chern
numbers of L (v © C) are divisible by p. Therefore, all of 
P
those of (T%S(v © €)) are divisible by p. We have proved 
the following theorem, making use of [3? 35.2],
VII.13. THEOREM: Let (T,Mn) be a differentiable periodic map 
of period p on a smooth closed weakly complex manifold, M*1. 
Let F ^ denote the fixed point set of T on Mn . If (T,Mn) 
satisfies condition (D), then all or the Chern numbers of 
Mn are divisible by p.///
CHAPTER VIII; THE MAP
Let 9^ be the ideal of 0^( / {{c^eC^}) consisting
of all elements {T,Mn} which satisfy condition (D)- Note 
that the set of elements {T^M*}, where the normal bundle 
to the fixed point set is bordant to a trivial bundle, is 
contained in 9^, cf. [3; 42.2].
Recall that 0^( 235^) "* (^ i+ 2 ( has normal data
V0C U C over F LI Mn . By (VII.13) and the fact that {T,Mn} 
is in all of the Chern numbers of Mn are divisible by p.
Furthermore, since the normal bundle to Mn in r ({T,Mn}) is 
trivial, there will be no Chern numbers emanating from it. 
Thus, we see that ro ({T,Mn}) e 0q . if {T,Mn} e 9& . So, 
the mapping
r^: (o” ( 5Zp )/({Cp ,Cp}))/<?0 - (0°( z p ) / U c p .cp)))/e0 
is well-defined.
We want to consider smooth orientable closed manifolds 
rather than restrict ourselves to closed weakly complex 
manifolds. The analogous argument will give us the same 
results for Pontrjagin numbers. We define the ideal 9q  in
K )/({c ,C }) as above, and we have* p *• p p
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(VIII.l) r^: (®s°( z,p )/({cp ,cp}))/<?0 - (O®0 ( z,p )/acp ,cp}))/<?0 
is a well-defined endomorphism of degree +2.
 Cf)
VIII.2. THEOREM; Let 0* ( SB )/ denote the ring
Ir
(0*°( K p)/({Cp»Cp}))/ The map as has been defined
has the following properties.
(i) is well-defined.
(ii) is additive.
(iii) is an MSO.,.-module map.
(iv) r^(MSOA) = 0 .
(v) If a,b e ol°{ 2Zp)/ and e: 0%° ( a )/ ^  - 
MSO*/(MSO* n is the augmentation map, then
Ta (ab) = r^(a) -b + "^ (a) *r^(b)
= a*r^(b) + r^(a) *
Proof;
(i) We have just shown this.
(ii) We want to show that
Recall that { t ^ M ^  + (t2,M2) = {Tx U  ^2,M1 U M 2^  * Consider 
(Mj_ LI M2) X s1 = (M-^  X S1) L! (M2 X S1) with the diagonal 
action A(x,z) = (Ti (x),pz). x e M^, i = 1,2, and 
p = exp(27ri/p) . Again, this action is the same as 
Tm : (Mx u M2) X S1 - (Mx u m2) x S1 given by TM (x,z) = (x, pz) .
By adding a trivial complex line bundle to the normal bundle 
to the fixed point set of T-^  U T2 on LI m 2, we are adding 
a trivial complex line bundle to the normal bundle to the 
fixed point set of T_^  on for i = 1,2. Thus, we have that
(TM'M1 X s1) U (TM'M2 x s1) = (Tm' (M1 U  M 2} X s1) is freelY 
cobordant to (T‘*»S(v^ © C) U S (V2 © c)) =
(T^Sfv. © €)) U  (T^Sfv^ © C)), where T * is defined as when
JU £.
we first defined This then gives us that is additive
SO(iii) Recall that the MSO^-module structure of 0A ( 22)
P
is given by [V^]{T#Mn} = {T x id,Mn x V^}. We want to see 
that r^([v*]{T,Mn}) = [V^J *ra ({T,Mn}). It is sufficient to
see that the normal data on each side of the equation agrees
n _k k
The fixed point set of T x id on M x v is F x v with
normal bundle, v x 0 , where 0 denotes the 0-plane bundle
over . Thus, the normal data of T,Mn)) is
((v X 0) © C) u -C over (F x Vk ) U - (Mn x Vk ).
That of [V*]-ra ({T,Mn}) is
((v © C) U -C) x 0 over (F U -Mn) x V*.
Passing to the bordism level gives us the desired result.
Of)
(iv) Recall that MSO* is embedded in 0* ( 525 ) by 
sending [V^] to {id, } = [V^]*{id,pt}. So,
^({id,^}) = r^( [V^J { id,pt} )
= [V*]*ra{id,pt}
= [V^]*0
= 0 .
F0 ({T1,M1})•€({t2*M2}). Let F^ with normal bundle 
be the fixed point data for {T.,M.}, for i = 1,2.J» 3,
The fixed point data for ({t^,M^)•{T2,M2)) is
((Vf x v2) © C) U -C over (F^ f 2) U - (m x X m 2) .
The fixed point data for {T-^,M^} *r^ ({t2,M2) ) is
(VIII.3) ( (v-j^ X v 2) © C) u -(vx © C) over (F1 X F2) Lf
-  (F1 X m2 ) •
The fixed point data for *6 ({T2»M2}) is
(VIII.4) (vJL © C) u -c over (F^ X M2) LI - (jy^  x M2) .
The result follows when we pass to the bordism level# 
noting that the v-j_ © C over F^ x M 2 have opposite 
orientations in (VIII.3) and (VIII.h) and hence add out.///
CHAPTER IX: THE IDEAL »
Consider the sets
= {-X + ^"(x) I X e 0*° ( ^ p )/ and 
e ( % j (x)) = 0 for 0 j < n.}
 go
As in the unoriented case each B is an ideal of O. ( ZS )/ 6L.n * p C7
We do have an unfortunate problem which arises as follows.
From [4] we have that the following long exact sequence 
of graded oriented bordism rings as modules over MSO*:
on P Of) ^
°* (  * ^ * ( z  ) -----► MSO*( JK )
* P_______________ I_____________ I P
a
Fortunately, we know that Ker(P) = <{c ,C }>, so this yields
P P
the following short exact sequence:
j3 j
(IX.1) o - 0*°( zsp)/<{cp,cp}> - ^ °( a p) - MSO*( ®p) - 0 .
— so
We actually would like to have ® r <  » p>/ »0 =
C>5° { K  )/<{C fC }> / as our left hand terra in the abovep//\ip pJ' '
sequence. In order to factor out of the present term, we
must consider ^ °  ( 22 ) and MSO . ( 22 ) as modules over <5^ ° ( 2S )
* p * P * P
which is 0*°( 25 )/<{C #C }> via |3 and J o |3 , respectively.
fr Ir Xr
— SONote that this makes MSO* ( 22 ) into a trivial 0* ( 22 )-
P P
module. We then tensor the sequence (IX.1) with 0* ( 2Kp)/^.
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We get
( *„) -on -onT o r ± p (0jo ( Sp)/^,MSO^( Zp)) - 0^°( B )/6k "*
^*°( ® p )/<? (^)> “* MSO* ( Z  ) “* 0 .
^*°( ® n) _ o n
It is not known if T o ^  p (°* ( ® p )/^>»MS0* ( ZB )) is
always 0. Even if we knew that to be true, we still have
a problem identifying ^ °  ( J8! )/<P (€^)> as a. ring.
Though we do not see an analogous result to (II.1) for
the oriented case, we can still factor elements in IB , asn
before, like the cyclotomic polynomial mod p. The method
we used in the unoriented case (V) was based only on the
mod 2 factorization of tn + 1 and the product formula for T.
Since we have the same product formula for r and the mod p
factorization of tn - 1, we will proceed in the same way.
Let us note that p e 9^. Actually, we should say that
p • I75SO, ™ \ = P • {id,pt} e This is clear because the
Euler class of the trivial 22 -action on a point is +1.
Ju
p{id,pt} is the 2Z -action on p points and clearly has Euler
3?
class divisible by p.
Let us assume that n+m N and e (x)) = 0 for
0 £  j < N and x e 0$° ( 22 )/&$•
P
I X . 2. Lemma: Under these assumptions,
•p n . . T->m» « p  n + m , 2.
rO W  0 = r0 (x ) •
Proof: This is exactly the same proof as for 
(V.7). Just replace T by and e by £.///
IX.3. Lemma: Under the above assumptions,
r^ix) •r£>n (xr) = r0n+1(xr+1).
Proof: This is the same proof as for (V.7), again 
replacing T by and e by e .///
IX.h. Lemma: Under the above assumptions,
n , r. r in, s>n-Hn, r-f-s.(x ) (x ) = (x )
Proof: This follows from the two preceeding 
lemmas.///
IX.5. Corollary: Under the above assumptions,
(r^(x))n = r(>n (xn).///
Now, with the preliminaries over, we want to divide 
the positive integers into two disjoint collections. We 
will say that n e <3q if n = ps for some s 1 ; otherwise,
n e a r
IX.6 . THEOREM: If n e <3q , then
/*p / \ \n -pH, n* n(ra (x) - x) = ra (x ) - x 
if e (r^ ) = o for 0 ^  j < n.
Proof: Expanding the left hand side, we have
(ra (x) - x)n = (ra (x))^xn ^ .
Since n is a power of p, p divides each of the coefficients
|” J for 0 < j < n. Since p e 9^, each j ? j (^(x))-*xn“  ^ = 0 
in o|°( K  )/&q. for 0 < j < n. Thus,
(^(x) - x)n = (r^(x))n - xn
■n n . nx n = (x ) - x■o
by (IX.5).///
Now, let n e <3^ . We must factor tn - 1 into irreducible 
factors mod p. However, this was done in (V.1) and (V.5).
We have
tn - 1 = n  I ,(t). 
d | n a
Let d = pSd -’ with s ^  0 and (pyd') = 1 .  We then have that
*d (t) = ( II p. (t))^p * (mod p)
id=i a
with degree (p. (t)) = f^, r^f^ = and f^ being the
smallest positive integer such that p = l(mod d ). Then
rd s
tn - i = n ( n P . <t)>^(pS)
d|n i .=1 1d’d
where we know the number of factors and their degrees.
Let p(Y) be a polynomial over 25 . As before, define
P
the polynomial operator p(^) and the product of two such
operators p(T^)q(r^) = pqfT^)
in the exact same manner. We then have that
(p(rc>) ) (q^rc>) <x)) = pq(rc>) (x2) •
Now, (V.1),(V.5), and the preceeding lemmas give us the 
following theorem.
rd s
IX.7. THEOREM: If n e <3 and tn - 1 = 11(11 p (t))Plp }
d|n i^=l d
with f^, r^, d*, and d as above, then
58
rd s
ra n (Xk ) - xk = n ( n (P <r )) (x ) / (p  }
d|n i^=l d
with k = 2 x-d (pS)./// 
d a
Notice that our factorizations of these elements do not 
depend on our ideal ■&> . All we need is the fact that is 
well-defined, the product formula for is as given, and 
p is contained in the ideal. Thus, any ideal of the 
collection ^ of chapter VI which contains p will suffice. 
The reason for considering the ideal ^  is that it is easily 
defined in geometric terms.
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APPENDIX I
tn - 1, • an<  ^ 11:10*3 2 factorization of tn - 1
tn - 1 § (t) n x 7
Mod 2 Factorization of 
tn - 1
t - 1 t - 1 t + 1
t2 - 1 t + 1 (t + 1)2
t3 - 1 t2 + t + 1 (t + 1) (t2 + t + 1)
t4 - 1 t2 + 1
4(t + 1)
t5 - 1
4 3 2 
t + t + t + t + 1 (t+1) (t4+t3+t2+t+l)
t6 - 1 t 2 - t + 1 (t+l)2 (t2+t+l)2
t7 - 1 18+t9+t4+t3+t 2+t+1 (t+1)(t3+t2+l)(t3+t+l)
t8 - 1 t4 + 1 (t + l)8
t 9 - 1 t8 + t3 + 1 (t+1)(t2+t+l)(t6+t3+l)
t 10 - 1 t4 - t3 + t 2 - t + 1 [ (t+1) (t4+t3+t2+t+l) ]2
t 11 - 1 10 i £ t1
i=0
10 i (t + 1) ( £ t1)
i=0
t 12 - 1 4 2t r  -  t r  + l [(t+1) (t2+t+l)]4
t13 - 1 12 i £ t1
i=0
12 .
(t + 1) ( £ t1) 
i=0
t14 - 1 t8-t3+t4-t3+t2-t+l [ (t+1) (t3+t2+l) (t3+t+l
t15 - 1 t8-t7+t5-t4+t3-t+l (t+1) (t2+t+l)-
4 3 2 4 3 
(t +t +t +t+l) (t +t +1
4(t +t+l)
f“41
H+> t8 + 1 (t + l)16
t 17 - i
16 ± 
£ t 
i=0
8 5 4 3 
(t+1) (t +t +t +t +1).
(t8+t?+t6+t4+t2+t+l)
61
62
ft H C
O
1 H t6 -  t3 +  1 [ (t+1) (t2+t+l) (t6+t3+l) ]
t19 -  1 18 i £ t1
i=0
18 . 
(t + 1) ( £ t1) 
i=0
t2° -  1 t8 - t6 + t4 - t2 + 1 [(t+1)(t^+t3+t2+t+l)]4
t21 -  1 t12-t1;L+t9-t8+t6-t^+t3-t+l (t+1) (t2+t+l) (t3+t2+l)- 
(t3+t+l) (t8+t^+t2+t+l)* 
(t8+t3+t^+t2+l)
t22 -  1 10 i i £ (-1) t
i=0
i 2
t (t+D ( £ tx) r
i=0
t23 -  1
22 . 
£ t1 
i=0
(t+1)-
(t11+t10+t6+t5+t^+t2+l)•
11 9 7 6 5 (t +t +t +t +t +t+l)
t2^ -  1 t8 - t^ + 1 [(t+1) (t2+t+l) ]8
t25 -  1 t20 +  t 1 5  +  t 1 0  +  t5 +  1 (t+1) (t^+t3+t2+t+l)*° 
(t2°+t15+t10+t5+l)
t26 -  1 12 i i £  (-1) t1
i=0
12
[ (t+1) ( £  t1) ] 2 
i=0
t2? -  1 t18 +  t9 +  1 (t+1) (t2+t+l) (t6+t3+l)- 
(t18+t9+l)
t28 -  1 t12_tl0+t8_t6+t4_t2+1 [ (t+1) (t3+t2+l) (t3+t+l) 1
t29 -  1
28 ± 
£  t1 
i=0
28
( (t+1) ( £ t1) 
i=0
t3° -  1 t8+t7-t5-t^-t3+t+l [ (t+1) (t2+t+l) °
U 3 2 U 3 
(t^+t^+t +t+l) (t*+t +1)
(t*+t+l)] .........
t31 -  1
30 i 
£  t1
i=0
(t+1) (t5+t2+l) (t5+t3+l)
5 U 3 2 
(tD+t*+tJ+t +1) »
5 4 3 
(t^t^+t^+t+l) -
5 U 2 
(tD+t^+t +t+l) «
(t5+t3+t2+t+l)
t32 -  l| t16 + 1
32
(t + 1)J^
APPENDIX II 
Calculations from Theorem (V.10)
(Use Appendix I as a comparison, especially the first and 
last columns.) Note that e(T3 (x)) = 0 for 0 j < n.
x + r (x) = x + r (x)
2
X + r2(x2) = (x + r(x))2
2X + r3 (x2) = (x + r (x)) (x + r (x) + r2 (x))
4X + ii
-si*u
(x + T(x))4
2
X + r5 (x2) = (x+r (x)) (x+r (x) +r2 (x) +r3 (x) +r^ (x))
4
X + r6(xu) = [ (x + r (x)) (x + r (x) + r2 (x)) j2
3
X +
4^
X u
>
II (x+r(x))(x+r2(x)+r3 (x))(x+r(x)+r3(x))
8X + 0
0
X 0
0
II (x + r (x))8
3
X + p9/ 3  ^r (X ) = (x+r(x)) (x+r(x)+r2 (x)) (x+r3 (x)+r8 (x))
4
X + r10(xu) = [ (x+r (x)) (x+r (x) +r2 (x) +r3 (x) +r^ (x)) ]2
2
X + r11(x2) =
10 .
(x + T(x)) ( 2 r (x) )
i=0
x8 + r12(x8) = t(x + r(x)) (x + r(x) + r2 (x))]^
x2 + r13(x2) = (x + r(x))( 2 (x) )
i=0
+ r14(x6) = [(x+r(x))(x+r2(x)+r3(x))(x+r(x)+r3(x))]2
x5 + r'*'5 (x3) = (x+r(x)) (x+r (x)+r2 (x)) (x+r(x)+r^ (x)) *
(x+r3 (x) +r4 (x)) (x+r (x) +r2 (X) +r3 (x) +r^ (X))
x16 + r16(x16) = (x + r (x))16
x3 + r ^ ( x 3) = (x+r(x)) (x+r3 (x)+r^(x)+r^(x)+r®(x))•
(x+r (x) +r2 (x) +r4 (x) +r8 (x) +r^ (x) +r8 (x))
x6 + r18 (x6) = [ (x+r (x)) (x+r (x) +r2 (x)) (x+r3 (x) +r6 (x)) ]2
63
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? i q 2 "^8 i
x"1 + rxy (x ) = (x + r (x)) ( s rx (X) )
i=0
x8 + r20(x8) = [(x+r(x))(x+r(x)+r2(x)+r3(x)+r^(x))]^
x8 + r21(x6) = (x+r(x))(x+r(x)+r2(x))(x+r2 (x)+r3(x))*
(x+r (x) +r3 (x)) (x+r (x) +r2 (x) +r4 (x) +r8 (x)) •
(x+r2 (x) +r4 (x) +T5 (x) +r8 (x))
x4 + r22(x4) = [(x + r(x)) ( s° ^(x) )]2
i=0
x 3 +  r23(x3) = (x+r(x)) (x+r2 (x)+r4 (x)+3T5 (x)+r^ (x)+r^° (x)+r^^ (x)) *
(x+r (x) +I6 (x) +r6 (x) +r7 (x) +r9 (x) +r^ (x)) 
x16 + r24(x16) = [ (x + r(x)) (x + r (x) + r2(x))]8 
xJ + r2j (x3) = (x+r (x)) (x+r(x)+r2 (x)+r3 (x)+r4 (x)) •
(x+r5 (x) +r^9 (x) +r15 (x) +r29 (x))
x4 + r26(x4) = [(x + T(x))( E r1 (x) )]2
i=0
x4 + r27(X4) = (x+r(x))(x+r(x)+r2(x))(x+r3(x)+r6(x))•
(x+r9 (x)+r18(x)) 
x12 + r28(x12) = [(x+r(x)> (x+r2 (x)+r3 (x))(x+r(x)+r3 (x))j4
x2 + r29(x2) = (x + T(x))( £ r1 (x) )
i=0
x^9 + r30(x10) = [(x+r(x))(x+r(x)+r2(x))(x+r(x)+r2(x)+r3(x)+r4(x)) •
(x+r (x) +r4 (x)) (x+r3 (x) +r4 (x)) ]2 
x^ + r31(x7) = (x+r(x))(x+r2 (x)+r^(x))(x+r3 (x)+r5 (x))*
(x+r2 (x) +r3 (x) +r4 (x) +r3 (x)) •
(x+r (x) +r3 (x) +r4 (x) +r^ (x)) *
(x+r (x) +r2 (x) +r4 (x) +r5 (x)) •
(x+r (x) +r2 (x) +r3 (x) +r5 (x))
32 u r32,32, , t r , ,,32
x + r (x ) = (x + r (x))
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